
Installation Guide

Carnegie Bar



Before Getting 
Started

Check Your Shipment

Make sure you received everything you ordered. Please let  
us know if you have any questions or concerns by calling  
1-800-727-6770 or visiting carnegiefabrics.com 

Decide on Ceiling Mounting Materials

Because ceilings are made of a wide range of materials, you 
will need to plan how to attach the mounts and provide
those materials. Bar is designed for fabric suspension. Plan to 
support up to 25 lbs of fabric.

The maximum fabric width is 48" and the maximum thickness 
is maximum thickness capacity is .25" (1/4" / 6.35 mm).

Packaged Components

For Fabrics less than 3mm thick

For Fabrics 3mm to 6mm thick

Gripper Strip 
1 per Bar

Bar 
 

144" Cables 
2 per bar

Rivets 
10 sets per Bar

Bar Mounts 
2 per Bar

#3 Bolts 
4 per Bar

T-Nuts 
4 per Bar

2mm Allen  
Wrench

Drywall 
Anchor 
6 per Bar

End Caps 
2 per Bar

Ceiling/Floor 
Mounts 
2 per Bar

#6 Screws 
6 per Bar

Set Screw 
2 per Bar

Insert Bead with 
Adhesive Strip 
1 per Bar

Installation  
Steps

Attach the Bar Mounts to Bar: (3A) Loosely attach the T-nuts to 
the bottom of the Bar Mount using the #3 Bolts.  
(3B) Slide the Bar Mounts into the Bar to desired location and 
tighten the Bolts using the 2mm Allen Wrench.

Determine location for Ceiling Mounts; use Ceiling Mount plate 
to mark location of holes; install Drywall Anchors, if required.
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Determine the desired length of the cables and cut to approximate 
length plus 1". Insert one end of the cable into the Ceiling Mount. 
Insert the other end to the cable gripper on the rail mount. 
Adjustments can be made by compressing the locking mechanism 
on either mount. If there is excess cable, it can be left inside the 
Bar Mount and channel at the top of the Bar. Repeat steps 3 and 4 
if a bottom Bar is being used. If the bottom Bar needs to be fixed 
to the floor, follow steps 1 and 2. 
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Use (3) #6 screws to attach each Ceiling Mount to the ceiling.

3A

3B



For Fabrics less than 3mm thick: Apply the Insert Bead up to 
1/2" below the top edge of the fabric. Working in short sections, 
remove the liner and apply the Insert Bead up to 1/2” below the 
top edge of the fabric, pressing down firmly to secure it. Fold the 
top edge of fabric over the Insert Bead once. Note: If fabric has a 
lot of negative space/openings make sure to apply the Insert Bead 
to an area with the least amount of negative space.
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Install the End Caps at both ends of the Bar fixture and tighten 
Set Screws using the Allen Wrench. 

For Fabrics less than 3mm thick:  
Repeat steps 6A–9A if a bottom Bar fixture is being used.

For Fabrics less than 3mm–6mm thick:  
Repeat steps 6A–8B if a bottom Bar fixture is being used.

Insert the assembled Gripper Strip with fabric into one end of 
the Bar fixture so the fabric is hanging through the gap.  
Make sure the ridges along the sides of the Gripper Strip are 
above the ridges inside the Bar fixture. The edge of the Gripper 
Strip should not be protruding from the opening along the 
length of the Bar fixture.   

9A & 8B
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Cut fabric to desired length; ensure cut edge is square to the
fabric and does not have excessive fraying.  

For fabrics less than 3mm thick, follow steps 6A–9A 
For fabrics 3mm–6mm thick, follow steps 6B–8B

For Fabrics 3mm–6mm thick: Insert the Rivets into holes at the 
top of the fabric panel; two pieces are used for each hole.

Insert/Slide top of fabric panel, with the Rivets, inside
the Bar fixture so the fabric panel is hanging through the gap. 
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Insert fabric into the Gripper Strip. Solid Fabrics: Guide an end of the 
folded fabric edge into a side opening of the Gripper Strip. Holding 
the fabric with one hand, slide the Gripper Strip onto the fabric. 
Fabrics with Negative Space/Openings: Holding the Gripper Strip 
vertically with the open side facing up, begin pushing an end of the 
folded fabric edge into the Gripper Strip channel while using fingers 
to pry open. The folded fabric should be pushed in all the way so that 
the Gripper Strip closes in at the edge.
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Contact Us

Email
service@carnegiefabrics.com

Phone
1-800-727-6770
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